Introduction
Nonlinear dynamic behaviors of ocean structures have been studied for decades ͓1-6͔. It is well known that nonlinear system responses can exhibit very complex behaviors such as coexisting attraction domains, instability, jump phenomena, and chaos ͓3,4,7͔. Such typical nonlinear response behaviors have been observed for moored ocean structures subjected to random ocean waves ͓8,9͔. To analyze the nonlinear response behaviors of moored ocean structures, a semianalytical method is developed in this study, in which the moored ocean structure is modeled by the Duffing equation containing cubic nonlinear restoring force terms ͓7͔. In the equation, the structural dynamic damping is approximated by a linearized damping term. In a recent study ͓10,11͔, it is shown that the moored system under narrow band excitation can be most accurately described by a nonlinear-structure nonlinearly damped ͑NSND͒ model ͑among several different models considered͒. In the NSND model, the hydrodynamic drag and inertia forces are considered in addition to the hydrodynamic damping force.
System Description
An experiment was performed at the O. H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory at Oregon State University on a multipoint moored submerged sphere under wave excitation ͓12͔. The experimental model consists of a spherical rigid body of 0.46 m diameter with a 0.0254 m 2 rectangular shaped rod through the center supported by guyed masts 1.83 m above the bottom of a wave channel. The system behaves as a single-degree-of-freedom with the motion of the sphere constrained to the surge direction only. The sphere, made of PVC, is filled with water when submerged. Springs are attached to the sphere to provide a nonlinear restoring force ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Steady-state system responses under deterministic wave excitations over a wide range of wave frequencies are examined first. Periodic wave excitations with sufficiently long duration are applied to the moored structure to achieve steady-state responses. Superharmonic, primary, and subharmonic resonance responses are observed around regions with wave frequency centralized at 0.14 Hz, 0.27 Hz, and 0.50 Hz, respectively ͑Fig. 2, ͓8,9͔͒. Notice that while the primary resonance is clearly demonstrated, the superharmonic and subharmonic resonance regions are indicated by the smaller maxima. In the subharmonic resonance region, the sphere oscillates at a frequency near one-half that of the excitation, indicating the responses are 1 / 2 subharmonics. Dashed lines in the figure show the estimated stability boundaries of the corresponding superharmonic, primary, and subharmonic resonance regions.
In this study, we are interested in examining the transition behaviors between 1 / 2 subharmonic and harmonic system responses. For this purpose, narrow band random excitations with dominant frequencies centered at 0.5 Hz ͑the subharmonic resonance region͒ will be employed. Corresponding experimental tests of the moored ocean system will also be examined and used to calibrate analytical predictions and simulation results.
Equation of Motion
The general form of the equation of motion can be written as
where m = mass, C s = damping coefficient, R͑x͑t͒͒ = restoring force, and f͑t͒ = forcing. For the modeling of the moored sphere, hydrodynamic inertia and drag force are considered. The nonlinear equation of motion for the NSND model is given by ͓10͔ 
Ј=nonlinear structural damping coefficient, = water density, and D = diameter of the sphere. Linear wave theory is used to characterize the horizontal water particle velocity, u͑t͒. For the rigid body free to move in waves, an independent flow-field model is used as an alternating form for the Morison equation ͓10,13͔. In this study, the linear superposition of two independent flow fields separating the wave motion and the motion of the structure is used. For accurate modeling of the structural system considered by NSND model, the coefficients of the governing equation of motion should be determined accurately. A system identification technique developed in a previous study by Narayanan and Yim ͓10͔ is used to determine the coefficients. It is shown that the system response with the coefficients determined by the system identification technique matches the experimental results accurately.
Amplitude Jump Phenomena
A typical nonlinear response behavior, the amplitude jump ͓7͔, which is observed in both analytical predictions and experiments, can be characterized by the response amplitude curve. The amplitude jumps occur when the excitation amplitude gradually drifts out of attraction domain boundaries. This jump phenomenon is defined as an interdomain transition. For the specific set of system parameters, m = 3.428, C a = 0.25, = 0.06, C d Ј=0.02, C m = 1.25, C d = 0.1, a 1 = 9.3, a 2 = 4.0, a 3 = 4.0, three different attraction domains are found over the region of excitation amplitudes and frequencies considered. The nonlinear system response dependency on initial conditions is shown in Fig. 3 . For trajectories with initial displacements and velocities highlighted in Fig. 3͑a͒ , the steady-state responses result in a 1 / 2 subharmonic. On the other hand, when the initial conditions belong to the regions highlighted in Fig. 3͑b͒ , the resulting steady-state responses are large amplitude harmonics. The time series shown in Fig. 4 demonstrates the amplitude jump phenomenon from the small amplitude harmonic attraction domain to the large amplitude harmonic domain when excitation amplitudes increased from 0.750 to 0.753. The system initially is subjected to deterministic excitation with amplitude A = 0.750 until the peak-to-trough system response stabilizes at 0.76. The "steady-state" response shows the small amplitude harmonic response having the same frequency as the excitation. Then, the excitation amplitude is increased from A = 0.750 to A = 0.753 at time= 600 s. For such a small increase in amplitude, it is observed that the steady-state peak-to-trough response is increased to 1.72, a more than twice increase in magnitude.
The response amplitude curves shown in Fig. 5 are the steadystate response amplitudes under deterministic excitation obtained by numerical integration of the equation of motion. As shown in the figure, transitions among different domains depend on the attraction domains that the system response belongs to at the moment of excitation variation and the direction of excitation amplitude change ͑i.e., increase or decrease͒. For example, as the excitation amplitude slowly decreases from A 2U Ͻ A Ͻ A 1U to A 2L Ͻ A Ͻ A 2U , the occurrence of jump phenomenon depends on the current attraction domain the response belongs to. If the system response belongs to the large amplitude domain ͑D 3 ͒, amplitude jump will not occur. However, when the small amplitude domain ͑D 1 ͒ is the current attraction domain, transition from D 1 to 1 / 2 subharmonic domain ͑D 2 ͒ will occur. For stochastic excitation model with the finite variation in excitation amplitude, response amplitude curves become response amplitude map where groups of data points indicating existence of corresponding attraction domains ͓9͔. Notice that transitions from D 3 to D 1 and D 2 to D 3 are assumed to occur even though the 
Stochastic Excitation Parameters
Assuming that the excitation is a Gaussian random process with a narrow band spectrum, the excitation force, f͑t͒, can be written as ͓14͔
The four dimensional joint probability density function of the random variables representing the excitation amplitudes and phase angles corresponding to consecutive excitation cycles, i.e., A͑1͒, A͑2͒, ͑1͒, and ͑2͒, is given by ͓14͔ 
͑5͒
and superscripts 1,2 indicate that the quantities are in the current and the next excitation cycles, respectively; S f f ͑͒ is the onesided spectral density function of f͑t͒, and T is the excitation period equal to 2 / f . The spectral density function of a time series is usually obtained numerically using a standard data analysis procedure. A typical example of the excitation time series and its spectral density are shown in Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒, respectively. All stochastic parameters of the excitation random process can be obtained from the spectral density of the time series. If a random variable ⌽ is introduced to represent the phase angle difference ͑2͒ − ͑1͒ , the joint PDF of A ͑1͒ , A ͑2͒ , and ⌽ can be obtained from Eq. ͑4͒ by a transformation of the random variables ͓14͔
In addition, the joint PDF of A ͑1͒ and A ͑2͒ can be obtained by integrating Eq. ͑6͒ with respect to ⌽ to obtain
where I 0 ͑x͒ denotes the modified Bessel function of order zero.
Interdomain Transition
When the stochastic excitation is applied to the system, excitation amplitude, frequency, and phase keep varying from cycle to cycle. Due to the variation of the excitation parameters, the system response undergoes transition from one attraction domain to another attraction domain. To describe the transition between different attraction domains, a transition probability formulation is employed. The governing equation for interdomain transition is given by
where K is the transition matrix whose dimension is n ϫ n ͑n = the number of coexisting attraction domains= 3͒, and superscripts ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ denote the current and next cycles, respectively. The element of the transition matrix K in ith row and jth column is a conditional probability, p͑i ͉ j͒, where i is the attraction domain of the next cycle and j is the attraction domain of the current cycle. The conditional probabilities can be evaluated by considering the stochastic behavior of the excitation amplitude and system response interdomain transition behavior. For the system response to stay in the same attraction domain, D d , in both current and next cycle, the excitation amplitude must remain within same domain, D d A , as in the current cycle. The probability of the excitation amplitude given that it is in the domain, D d A , can be written as
where p͑A͒ is Rayleigh distribution. Then, the probability distribution of the excitation amplitude in the next cycle given that the excitation amplitude is in D d A in the current cycle can be expressed as
Thus, the probability of the system response amplitude remaining in the same attraction domain, D d , in the next cycle is 
The conditional probability given by Eq. ͑11͒ is equal to the diagonal elements of the interdomain transition matrix, p͑i ͉ i͒. The off-diagonal elements of K can be determined by considering the transient-state system mean energy, or equivalently, the transientstate response amplitude.
Intradomain Transition
The system response undergoes successive transient-state transitions within the attraction domain as the excitation parameter varies within an excitation amplitude domain. These transitions within attraction domains are defined as intradomain transitions. The governing equation of the response amplitude probability intradomain transition can be written as
where
To evaluate the intradomain transition probability, the response amplitude domains ͕͑D d R ͒ A ͑z͒ , z =1,2͖, the system initial condition X o domain, the excitation phase angle difference ⌽ domain, and the excitation amplitude domain D d A are discretized. The initial condition is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the domain ͑which is the phase trajectory of the current excitation cycle͒. Then, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑14͒ can be evaluated by the following equation:
where m x is the total number of intervals of initial condition X o and the subscripts indicate sample points of the corresponding discretized random variables. The probability vector of the response amplitude p͑R 
Then, the discrete form of Eqs. ͑12͒-͑14͒ can be used to determine the intradomain transition probability vectors as follows: Table 2 Interdomain transition probability in the subharmonic resonance region 
where m R and m A are the numbers of intervals in the discretized ͑D d R ͒ A ͑1͒ domain and excitation amplitude domain, respectively.
The probability of the excitation amplitude of the next cycle being in domain D d R can be computed by
Thus, the overall stationary response amplitude probability distribution can be approximated as
Predictions, Experimental Results, and Simulations
To validate the prediction capability of the semianalytical method, predicted response amplitude PDFs are presented and compared to those obtained from experimental and numerical simulation results. The durations of experiments were sufficiently long to achieve stationarity. However, data were recorded only for short periods of time due to limited storage capacity at the time when the experiment was conducted and the large number of cases examined. Since long duration of simulations are relatively easy to obtain, and may provide better "data sets" for calibrating of the semianalytical method, simulation results were performed for 25,000 excitation cycles to complement experimental results. The experimental tests were conducted with several distinct configurations for the single-degree-of-freedom ͑SDOF͒ structural system. In this study, experimental results from Tests D16, D17, and D18 ͑all subharmonic responses͒ are selected for comparison with predictions. In these tests, narrow band excitations are used as input to the SDOF system with a 90 deg mooring lines configuration, which exhibit highly nonlinear behavior among several different mooring configurations. Simulated "Tests" D15 and D19 are generated numerically using the Shinozuka ͓15͔ formulation in the numerical simulation of narrow band random waves with target variances of Tests D15 and D19 about one-half times that of Test D16 and twice that of Test D18, respectively. These two different target variances are selected to examine the influence of the variance on the accuracy in predicting response amplitude probability. The excitation and system parameter sets are shown in Table 1 . Note that is the autocorrelation of the cosine components of the excitation envelop process with time lag equal to the peak excitation period ͓14͔.
The probability of the system response being in one attraction domain through interdomain transitions and corresponding transition probability matrix K are listed in Table 2 . Subscripts 1, 2, and 3 represent small harmonic domain, 1 / 2 subharmonic domain, and large harmonic domain, respectively. Observe that when the excitation intensity, i.e., variance, increases, the excitation amplitudes become large and the excitation amplitude probability distribution is shifted to the right. As the excitation amplitude increases from Tests D15 to D19, the probability that the system response staying in the small amplitude domain decreases. Thus, the value of p͑1 ͉ 1͒ in the transition matrix K decreases while both p͑2 ͉ 2͒ and p͑3 ͉ 3͒ increases.
The overall response amplitude PDFs obtained by Eq. ͑20͒, numerical simulation results, and experimental results are pre- Transactions of the ASME sented in Fig. 7 for the five cases examined. It can be observed that, in each case, the prediction obtained from the analytical procedure accurately matches both the experimental and simulation results.
Concluding Remarks
Three co-existing attraction domains, i.e., small amplitude harmonic, 1/2 subharmonic, and large amplitude harmonic attraction domains, are identified for the NSND model with system coefficients obtained by applying reverse multiple-input/single-output technique. However, according to the interdomain transition probabilities, it is observed that the steady-state probability of response amplitude being in the large harmonic attraction domain is sufficiently small to be neglected for the excitations of Tests D16, D17, and D18. Thus, the contribution to the overall response amplitude distribution from the intradomain transition probability of large harmonic attraction domain is also neglected.
The predicted response amplitude distributions are compared with both experimental result and numerical simulation in Fig. 7 . It is observed that the semianalytical method predicted the response amplitude distribution accurately. The shape of distribution, the location of peak, and maximum probability of response amplitude are in good agreement with experimental results. These results validate the ability of semianalytical method in predicting nonlinear system response under narrow band excitation.
The response amplitude probability distribution can be obtained from the analytical procedure when the stochastic property of excitation amplitude is specified. The predicted results for the wide range of excitation parameters can be readily used in structural design, control, and other applications without simulations.
